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the complete anatomy is a complete anatomical 3d
hologram, based on anatomical segments of the human

body. it allows students to perform typical actions in
anatomy, such as palpation, compression, and resection.
the complete anatomy is a physical device and may be

placed in a workstation on a wall, or in a separate stand-
alone unit. the complete anatomy is designed to create

an “anatomical environment” by providing a 3d
holographic anatomical environment in a familiar and
benign anatomy lab setting. the student may interact

with the anatomy by touching it and performing actions
such as palpation and resection. complete anatomy 4
may be the complete anatomy and anatomy tutorial

package which complete anatomy computers are used to
study as well as complete for students. complete

anatomy uses only the highest quality content to equip
students for living anatomy by keeping the pace of
learning in full. students can achieve their goal of

passing their complete anatomy test thanks to complete
anatomy video tutorials. photo shows a unique display at
the horst beck collection (hbc). over many years mr horst

beck has painstakingly acquired and restored many
a4-v2 missile parts - and in some cases, reassembled
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them into complete sub-assemblies. shown here is part
of the collection's hydraulic servos and trim motor parts
display. in the foreground we see four hydraulic servos,

and behind them their a frame mounting 'chairs'. the top
shelf, from left to right, shows a servo with motor

removed (and placed on its right). in the middle, two trim
motors and chain sprocket gear-boxes for the

aerodynamic trim surfaces on the trailing edge tips of
fins 2 and 4. next the pale green crank levers, the first

longer one is for the hydraulic servo that controls the jet
vanes and trimmers on fins 1 and 3. the shorter version
minus the top horn, is used on the servos for fins 2 and
4. the last, silver coloured item,os a servo stabiliser (all

the servos shown have one already fitted). photo
copyright: the horst beck collection
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the complete anatomy version 2019is available for
download from the official complete anatomy mac

version 2019 web site. complete anatomy version 2019
allows you to edit models, add skin, fluids, bones,

ligaments, muscles and nerves. complete anatomy mac
version 2019 has a built-in 3d viewer that enables you to

manage 3d models in your computer. in reality, it’s
simply a matter of importing your svg files to the 3d

viewer one of the advantages of geometric
morphometric analyses is the ability to examine

quantitative differences in a broad range of traits without
labeling landmarks. the use of this approach allows
quantification of the main effects of size, shape, and

phylogeny on overall morphology. the results indicate a
strong effect of shape (slope) and size (centroid size) on

the adult skull shape. shape variation increased with
body size, and differences in size were not completely

accounted for by morphological disparity (the amount of
available variation in a trait given that variation is caused

by differences in shape). this means that the skull was
proportionally elongated, not only along the size

gradient, but also along the size-shape continuum,
indicating that the skulls were less robust and had a

generally more slender appearance. however, some of
the largest skulls that were smaller in length, width, and

height were also the most robust. these patterns are
expected because larger species should generally have a
higher metabolic rate and thus more energy demands on
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the skull [ 32 ]. therefore, we expected a larger rostrum
in larger species and small cranium in smaller species,

but these patterns were somewhat obscured by stronger
size-related shape changes. the general result was

similar to that of previous studies on mammalian skulls [
11, 34, 37, 38 ]. the smaller-bodied species, in which the

effect of shape was diminished, either had a higher
degree of limb reduction or appeared to represent a

different evolutionary trajectory than the larger-bodied
species. only one species, scelotes alberti, had a strongly
reduced limb, and therefore had a reduced effect of limb
reduction on skull morphology. finally, we discuss these

results within the context of previous studies on
burrowing squamates, particularly aquatic species, and

we examine the effects of different degrees of limb
reduction and burrowing specialization on the resulting

skull morphology. combining these analyses, we present
a broad-scale comparative anatomical atlas of each
species included in this study and we compare the
derived patterns to other reptiles and mammals.
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